PCSC VACANCY

The position of President of CISM Shooting Committee is currently vacant

Chief of Delegation, please send the complete CV and the Sport Development Project of your candidates to the CISM HQ before August 28th 2020 to CISM HQ cism@milsport.one

CISM Regulations

Article 4.10. President of CISM Sport Committee

A. The criteria for selection to a president of a "CSC" are the following:

1. Is an officer from a CISM member nation on active duty in the Armed Forces for at least two (2) more years after his/her appointment;
2. Has a thorough knowledge of the specific sport;
3. Should have previous CISM experience, preferably from the CSC of that sport;
4. Has a good possibility to build contact with the international and national sports federations, and with CISM delegations;
5. Is financially fully supported by his Delegation to attend all official meetings and any other activity in furtherance with his mission, particularly the CISM Championships, as well as to carry out a preliminary visit to the Organizing country of his sport's Military World Championship a few months before the start of the Championship; and
6. Is fluent in English.

B. All Presidents CSC are selected by the BoD for a flexible period of four years. A president in function may stand for re-election.

....

E. The SG presents the candidature(s) to the BoD, which selects the most appropriate candidate.